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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
NEXT MEETING

my laptop or iPhone. A mystery. If you have
any suggestions please let me know!

Sunday 9 February 2014

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
As you may know from my last couple of
President’s Reports, I recently moved house. We
had been looking for a suitable property to buy for
some five years but none was ever quite right.
Finally, after asking the Universe for help, within a
month we had put an offer on a property that met
most of our requirements. We were then
recommended to a great real estate agent and
sold within six days of our first “open for
inspection”. We found a very helpful removalist
and things were going smoothly. Packing up 36
years of memories was hard work though.
I did my usual energy work so that the
transition would be as easy as possible and it all
proved to go reasonably well. However we soon
discovered that the phone cabling at our new
property was damaged and needed to be
replaced. We waited four long weeks for Telstra to
renew it. We’ve since waited another five weeks
(and counting) to have Optus connect our landline
phone and internet. Apparently this is not an
unusual scenario.
Naturally, I dowsed the property to determine
whether there were any negative energy lines or
curses or anything else that might be undermining
things. Nothing was revealed. However, I have
continued to ensure that the energy is clean and
have been raising the vibration to accommodate
prospective clients. I’ve been told it feels very
peaceful here, so that’s very encouraging. When
doubts crept in I even checked it with another
dowser, who confirmed my dowsing was correct.
My mobile phone is still my only connection
with the outside world. It’s been difficult to keep in
touch with clients as I don’t even receive emails on
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I do hope you can attend our first meeting
for 2014 on Sunday 9 February when we have
the one and only Mick Moran presenting to us
about his experiences with house clearing.
Lyn Wood, President
NEXT MEETING
Time & Date:
2.00 pm, Sunday 9 February 2014
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice)
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road

OUR NEXT MEETING
DSV life member Mick Moran will present at
the next meeting on Sunday 9 February, our
first for the 2014 year.
As a regular reader of the DSV Newsletter
and/or visitor to our meetings, you’ll recognise
Mick. He’s the laid back iconic Aussie bloke
who started out a total sceptic to dowsing and
who’s since embraced it fully, to the point of
running classes in rural Victoria, creating
beautiful dowsing rods (available via the DSV)
and is now even considering submitting articles
on dowsing to newspapers.
Mick will talk about clearing houses, which
has become something of his specialty.
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DOWSING FOR WEATHER
By Heather Wilks, DSV Vice-President, Editor

Dowsing for weather changes (and talking
to Nature Spirits) is a work in progress, with
welcome contributions from a number of
dowsers.
Suggested Dowsing Protocol
#1
Mick Moran
Mick Moran: energydowsing@hotmail.com

OUR LAST MEETING
Alanna Moore spoke in November 2013 about
dowsing earth mysteries (geomancy) and stone
arrangements.
Alanna’s presentation with slides covered more
of the uncommon interesting and significant sites,
those not as well recognised as say Stonehenge.
It came as a surprise to many to learn that
Alanna has now retired from teaching dowsing.
She currently spends more of her time arranging
protests against wifi, smart meters and other
subjects she believes are dangerous to public
health.
Contact Alanna Moore: www.geomantica.com

JOEY KORN’S BLESSING PROCESS
Joey Korn is an American dowser who
contributes so much with his positive approach to
dowsing. It’s timely to feature his Blessing Process
again to start 2014. (Editor)
Here’s Joey’s basic Simple Blessing:
Dear God (or however you address the Divine).
Please bless me (or someone else or an object
you wear) with energy to bring healing and
balance to my/his/her/our complete being physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually
Thank you, Amen
http://www.dowsers.com/simple-blessing-process-byjoey-korn/
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Start by spinning pendulum your NO
direction then let it take over.

• Scrambling the frequency of the extreme
heatwave conditions in Victoria and throughout
Australia. Neutralising all the negative energy,
non-beneficial thought forms, the fear and
hysteria relating to these acute conditions –
plus anything else, known or unknown, that is
contributing to the bush fires and arsonist
activity.
(Wait until your pendulum stops spinning before
going on to the next.)
#2 Start to spin pendulum in your YES
direction then let it take over.

Transforming the energy to bring about
increased balance, harmony and peace for a
calmer, more beneficial outcome for the
people, animals and properties in Victoria and
Australia, throughout summer. Bringing in
lower temperatures, lower humidity, gentle
breezes and where appropriate, rainfall in safe
and beneficial amounts, especially in bushfire
prone areas. Bringing in the Spirits of love and
gratitude, peace, calm and respect to work with
the Earth, Mother Nature, the Nature Spirits
and the Spirit of Rain – for the highest good of
Victoria and Australia, from now and into the
future as safe and appropriate.
(Wait until your pendulum stops, then give thanks.)
With special thanks to American dowser
Raymon Grace for his inspiration in this work.
During our drought of 2009 he encouraged me to
speak to the Nature Spirits and also to dowse to
improve extreme weather conditions. I’ve been
doing that ever since, in gratitude.
Further details: http://www.raymongrace.us/
http://www.raymongraceprojects.com/
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You can also choose from a wide selection
of DVDs, CDs and books, including a number
by Raymon Grace and Joey Korn.

DSV LIBRARY
The DSV Library regularly receives dowsing
newsletters and journals from dowsing
organisations all over the world.
We also have an extensive range of
excellent dowsing books available.

DSV CONCESSIONS
If you have a Pension Card, a Health Card or a
Full Time Student Card, you are entitled to receive
entry at a Concession rate. Please show your card
on arrival at the DSV meetings.

As a DSV member you are entitled to
borrow any of our library items. Please feel
free to browse through our library when you
visit us for the next DSV meeting.

DSV RECORDINGS ON CD
NEWSLETTERS BY EMAIL

We now have 29 speakers available on CD:

Receiving our newsletters by email saves not
only the trees, it also saves the DSV volunteers
the extra work, plus the costs involved to arrange
printing and posting. Occasionally there can be a
delay in the changeover from the posted version to
the email one.

Feel free to alert us if you’ve asked to change
to email but received a printed copy.
To request the changeover, simply send an
email with your name and email details to
heather@ohnaturale.com

THE DSV SHOP
The DSV shop is well stocked with a broad
range of different instruments – dowsing rods,
pendulums and whizzes.

Our CDs are $5 each and can also be posted.
Please add $4 for pack and post costs (for up to
four discs) mailed within Australia. (For NZ add
$AU12. For Asia add $AU15. For everywhere
else in the world please add $AU20.)
Simply send a note, giving us your name, full
address, the names of the CDs you’d like to
order and enclose a cheque or money order
(including postage) to: The DSV, Mail to “DSV,
PO Box 2635, Mount Waverley, Vic 3149”.

Please note, this an Extract of the DSV
February 2014 Newsletter. You can join the
DSV via this site to receive the full edition.

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in your diary today:
2014 dates – Sunday 9 February, 27 April, 15 June (TBA: August, October & November)
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